BUDGET 2015, THE STRATEGIC PLANNING AND THE MICRO-PROPENOMY
EFFECTS OF A MACRO ECONOMIC BUDGET
October 10th is already history, the Malaysian Prime Minister YAB Dato Sri Mohd Najib Tun
Haji A dul Razak has ee ta li g e t ea udget titli g it Budget
5: People
E o o
.
If we compare the past year budget and its 5 Trust with the 7 Strategies of the latest one, it
appear quite clear the effort put by the Government in giving a logic continuity to the
Natio ’s de elop e t a d g o th. Bei g i the P ope t i dust I’ e hea d a
unsatisfied comments on next year Budget mostly coming from the feeling that the property
and construction sectors have been taking up the role of Cinderella.
Bei g a “t ategi
udget e should all ead it ith a st ategi e e looki g at the ig
pi tu e that it gi es a d ot o e t ati g ou sel es o a s all pa ti ula i dust . I’ e ead
the full te t fe ti es a d I’ e ee goi g th ough the a al sis and commentaries of the
last few days and, to be honest, I look at this budget as a possible booster for the final
struggle to make of Malaysia a fully developed with high-income Country. When reading it
we should also remember that next year in May there will be the launch of the 11th
Malaysian Plan that is supposed to be the last one issued as developing country.
A brief commentary to the 7 Strategies of next year Budget shows that each of them
represents a meaningful and strong statement towards economic growth and consequently
people’s g o th a d o se ue tl P ope t Ma ket health g o th.
STRENGTHENING ECONOMIC GROWTH
A stronger service sector with a
world leading positioning of
Malaysia as Islamic Finance Hub is
must and is the necessary
background to become fully
developed. Down line of this is an
expected strong demand of office
and residential space above all in the various CBD throughout Malaysia.
Promoting Domestic Shipping Industry
It is a recognized fact that the World Economy is shifting towards East, China and the South
Pacific region are already generating almost USD 400 bil of FDI and the most advanced
economies in the World are all moving their interest in this booming region. Malaysia
occupies the center stage from a geographic point of view and promoting domestic shipping
industry will surely help to enhance the economic growth boosted by the high demand of
logistic services. From a Property point of view we will see more and more Logistic hub

growing nearby international shipping harbors, some possibly will be halal certified opening
in this way the door to unlimited markets, new industrial areas with connected residential
township will immediately follow and the already interesting investment spot will be even
more appealing.

Continued Promotion of Investment in less Developed Areas
It is extremely important to have a balanced growth of the Country that will bring forward a
fair and proportionate distribution of the nation wealth. Every Malaysian state has unique
characteristics which, if properly developed, will leverage the economic growth and the pro
capita income. This will allow families to up-grade generating further demand for affordable
housing, retail areas and office space.
Incentives for Industrial Areas Management
As a developing Country Malaysia has to enhance the quality of the industrial park and
facilities to be able to compete with world leading economies. The geographic positioning
its already offering a big plus point for international investors to look at Malaysia as a prime
location and in the moment in which the qualitative offer will match the current demand
there will definitely be an important growth contributing to the finalization of Wawasan
2020. Property wise, industrial parks and related residential township demand will possibly
be boosted in the next five to ten years.
Promotion of Automation, High-quality and Focused Investment
This paragraph of the first strategy can be read as the previous one. It is indispensable and
will generate automatic and positive consequences on property market.
Public private Partnership
PPPs are the way forward to complete in logic and economic way a proper infrastructure
and public services which are deemed necessary as a complement to a growing nation. The
impact generated by this part of Budget 2015 on the Malaysian properties is huge and will
positively affect many areas of the country as we are looking at roads, highways, railways,
busways, social services and education.
It, Innovation and creativity
Malaysia is now stepping into the status of an innovation driven growth and for this reason
boosting research and development centers, creativity and new technologies is going to
contribute in a strategic way to enhance the market position of the national industries. The
construction industry will be mostly affected, in a positive way by this move and possible
generate more livable and comfortable housing and industrial premises to respond to a
raising demand of new type of products with high standard characteristics and fittings.

SMEs promotion
Everywhere in the world SMEs are the spine bone of economic development and growth.
The Government is ensuring that also the Malaysian SMEs will be able to enjoy a more
conducive environment and to receive special supportive packages to contribute to their
healthy growth. SMEs besides being the crucial factor of a proper Economic growth are also
e plo i g a la ge po tio of Mala sia’s
illio la o fo e. E ha i g “MEs ea s, in
other words, enhancing and contributing to the social and economic growth of their
employees with direct impact on retail and residential market in terms of property.
Boosting Tourism Industry
The i po ta t o t i utio of Tou is I dust to the Cou t ’s GDP is undeniable and for
the last two years the Government has spurred it in terms of funds and oversea promotions
and road shows. 2014 has surely been a sad year for Malaysia in terms of safety and
airplane crashes but, if we want to pay additional respects to all the victims of these
accidents, we should look into what happen by saying that today everyone in world knows
where Malaysia is and due to the firm and straight forward position and statements of the
Prime Minister in the proceedings of MH17 crash site investigations the world has been
paying respect to Malaysia. We just need to leverage on this in a positive way and the
Budget allocation to the Tourism Industry will have a much higher impact in terms of tourist
arrivals and spending. He e e do ’t need to mention the huge impact that a proper
boosting effect in terms of economic growth will have on property market but just mention
the sectors which will be affected which means: residential (soho and sovo are perfect
solutions for modern travelers in terms of short staying), retail (tourist are spending and the
o e att a ti e a desti atio is i te s of shoppi g pa ade the highe ill e the a ou t
spent), hospitality (hotels, resorts, F&B and more will be touched positively but a raising
tourist arrival) and more.
ENHANCING FISCAL GOVERNANCE
A fast developing Country as Malaysia is
needs to be supported by a proper fiscal
and taxation system based on equity and
high collection. Citizens must understand
that, even though might be looking painful,
pa i g ta es is a ust do i a ode a d
conducive economy. For sure the
Go e
e t ill ha e to p oof that ta pa e s’ o e is isel a d e o o i all spe t a d
return to the Rakyat services, infrastructure and proper social services. Infrastructures,
PPPs, security, safety, social housing and so on cannot be supplied by cash strapped
Government and the Rakyat has the civic responsibility to respond positively to the tax
paying call. Incoming GST will allow a better and more evenly distributed tax load on all

pa ties hile gi i g the e t a fuel to the Go e
e t to o plete the Cou t ’s
development within the given timeframe. Through a differentiated tax saving scheme this
Budget will build in the pocket of the Rakyat the extra cash that might be needed to own a
house.
Edu atio is

oea d

o e e o i g the issue i Mala sia. The Government is paying
attention to the quality of education and is
proposing a number of actions which are
towards a general enhancement of the
system. This leaves ample room for the
hope to see a better quality workforce
coming in to play a strategic role within
the short medium term. In terms of
property development this will touch
schools and higher education compounds,
stude ts’ a d le tu e s’ a o
odatio
and social services, enough even for the most demanding investors.
ADVANCING THE BUMIPUTERA AGENDA
Bumiputera represents almost 70% of
the Malaysian population and it
makes sense to have a special
program
to
enhance
their
contribution to the growth of the
Country. Meritocracy should be the name of the game and the proposed agenda looks like
heading in this direction. If this is the case, then we will see a much wider range of
industries and services controlled by Bumiputera and the economic growth of the Country
will be more equilibrated. Being housing or dwelling one of the basic needs of people,
enhancing the status of Bumiputera will carry along a high potential market segment for
property developer in terms of a widely diversified range of products.
UPHOLDING ROLE OF WOMEN
It was about time for this to happen, women are
contributing as much as or even more than men to the
development of a Nation. Being supportive wives,
carrying mothers, business women or productive
employees their role is strategically high in this final
chapter of the Malaysian development.

The last two strategies of this Budget 2015 are most directly related to property and this will
require a in-depth analysis that will be done in the next issue. Get ready for interesting
surprises and learn how to look at things with a very open and positive mindset.
Sources: IMF and World Bank various reports, Department of Statistics, Minister of Home
Affairs, REI Group archives
REI Group of Companies CEO and co-founder Dr. Daniele Gambero gives presentations on
the Property Market and welcomes feed- a k at da iele.g@reigroup. o . y “

